Hough-based voting approaches have been widely used to solve many detection problems such as object and action detection. These approaches for action detection cast votes for action classes and positions based on the local spatio-temporal features of given videos. The voting process of each local feature is performed independently of the other local features. This independence enables the method to be robust to occlusions because votes based on visible local features are not influenced by occluded local features. However, such independence makes discrimination of similar motions between different classes difficult and causes the method to cast many false votes. We propose a novel Hough-based action detection method to overcome the problem of false votes. The false votes do not occur randomly such that they depend on relevant action classes. We introduce vote distributions, which represent the number of votes for each action class. We assume that the distribution of false votes include important information necessary to improving action detection. These distributions are used to build a model that represents the characteristics of Hough voting that include false votes. The method estimates the likelihood using the model and reduces the influence of false votes. In experiments, we confirmed that the proposed method reduces false positive detection and improves action detection accuracy when using the IXMAS dataset and the UT-Interaction dataset.
Introduction
Automatically recognizing and detecting human action in videos are widely used in applications such as surveillance systems, video indexing, and human computer interaction. Action recognition methods classify an action throughout an entire video. A typical approach uses a holistic representation of a video scene, such as bag-of-words of local features [1] . Action detection methods search for all instances of action in a scene. Besides classifying actions, these methods localize actions both in space and time. Most applications deal with videos that contain multiple instances of action and detect each instance.
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a) E-mail: kensho@cmc.ss.is.nagoya-u.ac.jp b) E-mail: hirayama@is.nagoya-u.ac.jp c) E-mail: mase@nagoya-u.jp DOI: 10.1587/transinf.2015EDP7503 temporal position of that sub-volume. By contrast, Houghbased approaches extract the local features of a video and then cast votes for action classes and spatio-temporal positions based on each local feature. The local maxima of voting scores indicate possible detected actions. Here, the voting scores are calculated by accumulating the votes at each position based on all local features. Compared with sliding window approaches, Hough-based approaches are robust to occlusions. Votes based on visible local features are not affected by occluded local features because the voting process of each local feature is performed independently from others. Our study focuses on Hough-based action detection. The independence of the voting process causes a problem. If a similar local motion exists between different action classes, discriminating such motions in the voting process is difficult. It naturally votes for those relevant action classes. Therefore, Hough-based approaches are prone to cast many false votes for wrong action classes and, thus, detect many false positives.
In this study, we propose a novel method for overcoming the false-votes problem by examining the cause of false votes. Similar local features cause false votes. The false votes do not occur randomly such that they depend on relevant action classes. Hough-based approaches essentially cast votes not only for a certain class but also for other specific classes even when only an action is performed. These characteristics are different according to each class and do not necessarily correlate. We assume that the distribution of false votes include important information necessary to improving action detection. Our proposed method learns these characteristics of Hough voting. We introduce vote distributions, which represent the voting scores for each action class, as shown in Fig. 1 . Our proposed method builds a model that represents those characteristics based on vote distributions. The method estimates the likelihood using the model and reduces the influence of false votes.
The main contribution of this paper is that our vote distribution model improves the performance of Houghbased action detection by reducing the influence of false votes caused by similar local motion between different action classes. Experimental results in this paper support the assertion.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related studies and Sect. 3 describes conventional Hough-based action detection. We explain our proposed method in Sect. 4 and analyze our experimental results in Sect. 5. Section 6 concludes the study.
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Related Work
In this section, we review studies related to this research. Related work includes object-and action detection methods. The object detection methods motivate many of the action detection methods.
As mentioned in previously, action detection methods are divided into sliding-window and Hough-based approaches. Motivated by the success of sliding-windows for object detection [16] , many sliding-window-based action detection methods exist for domain adaptation [3] , action descriptors [4] , action representation [10] , and discriminative representation in crowded scenes [2] , [5] . Because the search spaces of action detection are larger than those of object detection, some research has attempted to reduce computational costs by using branch-and-bound [6] and coarseto-fine searches.
In contrast to these sliding-window-based approaches, Hough-based approaches, which are the main focus of this research, avoid exhaustive searches in spaces and are robust to occlusions. Hough transform was initially proposed for line detection and then extended for general object detection [17] . Leibe et al. proposed the implicit shape model (ISM) that is now a commonly used Hough-based object detection method [18] . ISM generates a codebook of local features. It then uses the codebook to casts votes for object positions based on local features extracted from an image. Some studies have applied the ISM framework to action detection [11] - [15] .
Hough-based approaches possess the problem of false votes. Many studies have been conducted that consider this problem for both object and action detection. One approach for overcoming the problem involves generating a discriminative codebook. Maji et al. [19] and Wohlhart et al. [20] proposed approaches to learn discriminative weights of the codebook using max-margin frameworks. Some studies have adopted a supervised manner to generate a codebook using random forests [21] and locality-constrained linear coding [15] . These studies have improved the training step that generates a codebook in order to achieve robustness to false votes. Our proposed method both constructs a vote distribution model in the training step and generates a codebook. In addition, the proposed method does not restrict the type of codebook generation method. We can combine the proposed method with the aforementioned methods.
Other studies have attempted to improve the voting process to solve the problem of false votes. Razavi et al. indicated that sparsity of local appearance is an effective measure for discriminating foreground and background features [22] . In the voting process, their method selects foreground features based on the sparsity measure and reduces the influence of background features. Their method is effective only for false votes generated by background features. Some studies have attempted to group local features to reduce the independence of Hough voting [23] , [24] . They have improved the voting process to manage multiple dependent local features. In general, these studies have improved the voting process but only find the local maxima of votes at completion. Our proposed method calculates vote distributions including false votes from the voting space when the voting process is completed. In addition, the proposed method can be combined with these other methods that improve the voting process.
Woodford et al. optimized vote weights for each class by minimizing entropy in the voting space of each class separately when the voting process is completed [25] . They assumed that only one vote created by each local feature is correct. This assumption is flawed when background features exist that generate no correct votes. Their method would enlarge weights of false votes generated by background features in the optimization. Our proposed method is not affected by background features unless the features change vote distributions.
2 Similar to the vote distributions, Hoai et al. introduced relative class scores (RCS) for action recognition [26] . RCS is a vector representation of output scores of a multi-class action classifier. The main difference between the vector representing vote distributions and RCS is whether each method sorts the elements of vector. The scores would become independent from the action classes because of sorting so that RCS-based action recognition could not achieve satisfactory accuracy. We experimentally confirmed that the vote distributions are superior to RCS for Hough-based action detection.
A preliminary version of this study appeared in [27] . Voting trends described in [27] are based on the same concept as vote distributions. This study presents a detailed discussion of the concept of vote distributions. We also discuss conducted experiments and our evaluation of robustness to occlusions.
Hough-Based Action Detection
This section explains the conventional Hough-based action detection based on Hough forests [12] . Two steps are used to detect actions: training and detection. In Sect. 3.1, we explain the training step and in Sect. 3.2 we describe the detection step.
Before describing the training step, we must indicate the configurations of the Hough transform in this study. We define a spatio-temporal center position of an action as a ground-truth position based on the previous study [12] , [14] . We use the 4D voting space consisting of 2D-spatial, 1Dtemporal, and 1D-scale spaces. The scale space represents the height of the spatial bounding box of a given action. Other scale parameters such as the spatial aspect ratio and temporal duration are managed as fixed.
Training
During the training step, a Hough-based method generates a codebook of local features. In this section, we explain the codebook based on Hough forests [21] . However, please note that our proposed method can employ any codebook generation method, such as agglomerative clustering [18] and random projection trees [14] .
The Hough forests-based method generates the codebook using random forests [28] that are ensemble classifiers composed of many decision trees. The codebook represents the relationship among local features, action classes, and positions.
Local features are extracted from action videos as training data. Each tree of the random forests is constructed from a set of local features
i is an index of a local feature; I i is a visual feature vector; c i is the class label of an action; d i ∈ R 3 is a spatiotemporal displacement vector from a feature position to an action position; σ i and τ i are spatial and temporal scales of a local feature, respectively; and h i is the height of the spatial bounding box of a given action. I i can be multi-channeled to accommodate multiple features (i.e., I i = (I 1 i , I 2 i , · · · , I F i ), where F is the number of feature channels). We use spacetime interest points [29] , [30] for local features in the experiments. Their details are described in Sect. 5.
Each nonleaf node of a tree employs the following binary test:
where f is a feature channel, q and r are the dimensions of I f , and o is an offset. During training step, random forests iterate classification of the local features into two nodes. This iteration is continued until each node satisfies the termination criteria defined by the maximum depth or minimum number of local features in a node. Each leaf node stores information from the assigned features:
Leaf node L can calculate the class probability p(c | L) by the proportion of features for each class c.
Each node generates a set of binary tests with random values f , q, r, and o. We use two measures to select the most suitable binary test. The first measure is class uncertainty:
where A is a subset of local features, | · | denotes the number of elements in the set, and p(c | A) is a class probability calculated by the proportion of features in A for each class c. The second measure is the uncertainty of the displacement vectors:
where D A c is the displacement vectors of the features of class c in A and d A c is an average vector of D A c . Each node randomly chooses between these measures and selects binary test b * , which minimizes uncertainty in the generated set. This minimization is represented by the following equation:
where {f | b * = 0} is the set of the local features that output 0 by the function b * .
Detection
The method casts votes for action classes, positions, and scales to detect actions. These votes are cast in the 4D voting spaces. Consider that the local feature f y extracted from position y = [y s , y t ] ∈ R 3 results in leaf node L k y of tree k. Here, y s ∈ R 2 and y t ∈ R 1 are the spatial and temporal positions of y, respectively. A vote based on training local feature f i that is assigned to the leaf node can be represented by the following equation:
where v s , v t , and v h are votes for the spatial, temporal, and scale positions; σ y and τ y are the spatial and temporal scales of feature f y ; and d s i and d t i are the spatial and temporal displacement vectors of d i , respectively. The votes for class c based on L k y can be defined as:
where I L k y c denotes the indices of the training data of class c assigned to leaf node L k y .
Using the votes, the voting score of an action of class c at position x ∈ R 4 can be defined as:
where V L k y is a set of the votes for all classes based on L k y and p c L k y is a class probability calculated by the proportion of local features assigned to L k y for each class c. Here, G is the 4D Gaussian kernel function with three kernel bandwidths for space w s , time w t , and scale w h . Using the following equation, the voting score based on all votes can be defined as
where V is the votes based on all local features and trees, Y is the set of positions of the local features, and K is the number of trees. The method finds local maxima of Eq. (9) for each action class independently. The local maxima specify the action positions of the corresponding action class in the 4D voting space that consists of 2D-spatial, 1D-temporal, and 1D-scale spaces. Each vote is calculated based on one local feature as described in this section. One local feature describes only a local region in the given video. Discriminating the local features is difficult if a similar local motion exists between different action classes. Therefore, the Hough-based method is prone to cast many false votes for wrong action classes. In the next section, we show the manner in which our proposed method reduces the influence of false votes.
Hough-Based Action Detection with Vote Distribution Model
We introduce the vote distribution model to the conventional Hough-based method in order to improve robustness to false votes. Our proposed method reduces the influence of false votes by learning the characteristics of Hough voting. 
Vote Distribution
We represent the characteristics of Hough voting using the voting scores for all action classes. Similar local features generate false votes but the false votes do not occur randomly such that they depend on relevant action classes. The conventional Hough-based approaches basically cast votes for not only a certain class but also other specific classes, as shown in Fig. 2 . We define the normalized voting scores for all classes at a position as a vote distribution. The vote distribution represents characteristics of the voting. Specifically, the vote distribution at position x ∈ R 4 can be represented by the following equation: where N is the number of action classes and Z is the normalization constant. Figure 2 shows the characteristics of Hough voting represented by the vote distribution. A vote distribution at a ground truth position of an action has a high score on the correct class. The distribution also has a high score on classes having similar local motions. In this figure, the distribution of the Get Up class shows high scores on Get Up and Pick Up classes, whereas the distribution of Pick Up class shows high scores on Sit down and Pick Up classes. The characteristics are different depending on each class and position. They do not necessarily correlate. The proposed method builds a vote distribution model by learning these characteristics.
Training
To reduce the influence of false votes, our proposed method builds a vote distribution model that represents the vote distributions of each class. Consider false votes for wrong action classes generated by similar motions. If votes for the correct action class and other specific wrong action classes exist in the training step, we can estimate that the likelihood for the wrong action classes is low based on the trained characteristics. This estimation enables us to reduce the influence of false votes.
To build the model that estimates the likelihood based on vote distributions, we use a vote distribution as a feature vector. A multi-class classifier trained by using these vectors can work as a vote distribution model and output the likelihood p(c | V) using vote distribution V.
Before extracting the vectors, the proposed method prepares the codebook described in Sect. 3.1. The method then executes the conventional voting process described in Sect. 3.2 on videos from the training data. We define vote distributions at the ground truth and surrounding position as positive data, and vote distributions far from the ground-truth position as negative data. The proposed method builds the vote distribution model using the positive and negative data. We note that the training videos for the codebook should be different from those for the model. If they were the same, some votes are cast to the ground truth position perfectly. Positive data generated using such votes causes overfitting of the vote distribution model.
In this study, we use random forests as the classifier. Therefore, a vote distribution model is a nonparametric model based on random forests. The model calculates the likelihood p(c | V) based on vote distribution V(x). Here, the random forests use vote distributions instead of local features. The random forests adopt only the class uncertainty measure of Eq. (2) because the vote distributions do not have displacement vectors.
Detection
In the detection step, our proposed method initially calculates votes V using the conventional voting process. We can then calculate the vote distributions using Eq. (10) and estimate the likelihood based on the distribution. The proposed method detects actions using both the voting scores and the likelihood. The proposed method multiply the scores by the likelihood. Low likelihood for wrong action classes estimated by the model modulates the voting scores accumulated by false votes. The multiplied voting score of an action of class c at position x can be defined as:
The proposed method finds local maxima of Eq. (11) for each action class independently. The local maxima specify the action positions of the corresponding action class in the 4D voting space. Figure 4 shows an example of reducing the effect of false votes when using the proposed method. The first row V(x) ), and V (c, x | V, V(x)) in Eq. (11), respectively. The pixel values of (b) denote the effect of correct votes for the Get Up class. The effect remains in (d) by using the high values estimated by the proposed method in (c). By contrast, the pixel values of (e) refer to the influence of false votes for the Pick Up class while the Get Up class is performed. The influence is reduced in (g) by using the low values estimated by the proposed method in (f). This kind of reduction enhances the robustness of the proposed method to false votes.
High values exist at the nonground truth positions of the correct class and the positions of the wrong class, as shown in Fig. 4 (c) and (f), respectively. These values represent to noise caused by estimation based on vote distributions. This kind of noise often occurs at positions having extremely low voting scores, such as at values far from the ground truth positions shown in (b) and (e). Because the vote distributions are the normalized voting scores as shown in Eq. (10), a slight difference in extremely low voting scores causes considerable variation of vote distributions by normalization. Therefore, estimation at such positions is incorrect. However, such noise does not influence detection performance considerably because such noise is multiplied by extremely low voting scores.
Our proposed method assumes that the conventional voting process works well. However, even if the voting process performs well, false votes caused by similar motions lead to false detections. The proposed method reduces the influence of such false votes to improve detection performance.
Experiments
We evaluated our proposed method using two public action datasets: INRIA Xmas motion acquisition sequences (IX-MAS) dataset [31] and UT-Interaction dataset [32] .
In experiments, we compared the proposed method with three baseline methods and a related method proposed by Hoai et al. [26] . The first method is the conventional Hough-based action detection described in Sect. 3. The second method adds nonmaximum suppression over action classes to the first method. The voting score of the second method can be defined as
where c max
. We adopted the second method because the voting score of the correct class is likely greater than that of other classes at its ground truth position as shown in Fig. 2 . If the voting score of the detection class is not larger than that of other classes at its detection position, the detection is likely a false positive. The second method removes such detections. The third method uses the vote distribution model. During the detection step, the third method only uses the likelihood based on a vote distribution whereas the proposed method uses both the voting scores and likelihood. The related method uses the RCS similar to vote distributions. RCS vectors are designed in a one-vs-all manner. A first element of a RCS vector is the voting score of the target action class. All other elements of the vector are the voting scores sorted in the descending order for other action classes. Therefore, RCS vectors identify only target class whereas our vote distributions identify all classes by original order of the classes. The method estimates the likelihood based on RCS vectors.
We used space-time interest points [29] and histograms of oriented (spatial) gradient/histograms of optical flow (HOG/HOF) descriptors [30] for the local features of both the proposed and the baseline methods. The parameter settings were as follows: spatial scales σ 2 = {2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 42} and temporal scales τ 2 = {2, 4}. The dimensions of the HOG and HOF descriptors were 72 and 90, respectively.
The Hough-based methods must find the local maxima after calculating the voting scores, such in Eqs. (9) , (11) , and (12) . In the experiments, we used quick shift [33] to identify the initial coarse local maxima. We then refined the local maxima using mean shift [34] .
The local maxima indicated the spatio-temporal positions and heights of the spatial bounding boxes of actions. To generate spatio-temporal volumes from the local maxima, we require aspect ratios and temporal durations. We used average values for the aspect ratios and temporal durations from ground truth labels of training data.
We evaluated the methods using f-score. A detection is correct when the detection class label is correct and the overlap ratio between the detection volume and ground truth volume is greater than 0.5. We adopted the intersectionover-union criterion for the overlap ratio.
Datasets
The IXMAS dataset [31] includes 11 actions: Check Watch, Cross Arms, Scratch Head, Sit Down, Get Up, Turn Around, Walk, Wave, Punch, Kick, and Pick Up. Each action was performed three times by 10 actors and recorded by five cameras. The action orientations differ from one actor to another. The dataset provides ground truth labels that include a time interval and human silhouettes for each action execution. We defined the spatio-temporal center of the time interval and the bounding boxes generated using the silhouettes as the ground truth of the action positions. Figure 5 shows examples from the dataset. The resolution and frame rate of the videos are 390 × 291 pixels and 23 fps, respectively.
The UT-Interaction dataset [32] contains videos of the continuous execution of six action classes: Shake Hands, Hug, Kick, Point, Punch, and Push. The dataset contains 20 sequences, including 162 action executions. The dataset provides ground truth labels that include a time interval and a bounding box for each action execution. We adopted the same definition for the ground truth of the action position as for the IXMAS dataset. Figure 6 shows examples from the dataset. The resolution and frame rate of the videos are 720 × 480 pixels and 30 fps, respectively. In contrast to the IXMAS dataset, the UT-Interaction dataset includes simultaneous occurrence of multiple actions. 
Results

IXMAS Dataset
We employed leave-one-actor-out cross validation that uses the data of one actor as the test data and the remainder as the training data. In the training step, the proposed and third baseline methods built a vote distribution model. To avoid overfitting described in Sect. 4.2, we divided the training data using the leave-one-actor-out strategy in each validation iteration. We generated a codebook using the larger data and generated the training data for the vote distribution model using the remainder. This generation was repeated while changing the division. Table 1 lists the f-score averaged over all cameras and Fig. 8 shows example output from the proposed method. Standard, Max, and VD Only refer to the first, second, and the third baseline methods, respectively. Hoai is the related method using RCS [26] . Avg is the f-score averaged over all 11 classes. The proposed method achieves the highest results compared to the comparative methods. These results indicate that using vote distributions improves action detection performance. The performance of Max is superior to that of Standard but inferior to that of the proposed method. Max only considers whether the voting score for a class is the maximum over all action classes. By contrast, our proposed method uses the distribution of the voting scores over action classes. Therefore, the class that has a maximum score is insufficient, and the distribution is essential for improved action detection performance.
VD Only performs the worst, whereas our proposed method performs the best. VD Only uses the vote distribution model in the same manner as the proposed method. The difference between the two methods is based on whether the method uses the voting scores as well as the model. The worst performance would be based on the incorrect estimation described in Sect. 4.3. Normalization of the vote distribution would generate an incorrect estimation at the positions with extremely low voting scores. To avoid the influence of the noise, we can use threshold for the voting scores. If the sum of the voting scores at a position over all action classes is lower than the threshold, the method does not estimate the likelihood based on the vote distribution and outputs zero probabilities for all action classes. Note that this threshold is different from the threshold for detection, and only decides whether the estimation is performed or not. Figure 9 shows the results of the methods using thresholding. The performance of VD Only improves as the score threshold increases. This result indicates that thresholding reduces the influence of the incorrect estimation. By contrast, the performance of our proposed method does not vary based on thresholding. The proposed method multiplies the voting scores by the likelihood. The proposed method reduces the influence of the incorrect estimation using the low voting scores. Therefore, multiplication is essential to improving action detection performance.
Our proposed method also achieves a higher f-score, outperforming Hoai. This result indicates that the vote distribution representation is superior to the RCS for Hough- based action detection. Figure 11 shows examples of vote distributions and RCS. The vote distributions for Get Up and Pick Up have different characteristics (see (a) and (b)). By contrast, RCSs for the two classes are similar because of sorting (see (c) and (d)). Therefore, class-conscious vote distributions are more effective than RCS. Table 2 lists the f-scores of each camera averaged over all 11 classes. The proposed method outperforms the comparative methods except with respect to Camera 4. The results of all methods from Camera 4 are low. Camera 4 captured a person from an overhead location, but the motion captured from this location does not possess sufficient visual features for some classes that contain upward and downward motions, such as Sit Down and Get Up. Moreover, the aspect ratios in Camera 4 varied significantly depending on the direction in which the person is facing. We fixed the aspect ratio of the detection volume at the average value over all ground truth labels in each camera of the dataset. This fixed value cannot adapt to variation. The upward and downward motions and the fixed value cause low f-scores. Figure 7 shows the precision-recall curves of the methods. The IXMAS dataset has 11 classes and 5 cameras. The number of precision-recall curves for each class and each camera is too large for visualization of the results. We selected three curves: Sit Down, Get Up, and Pick Up classes of Camera 0. Compared with the comparative methods, our proposed method achieves high precision for each recall value. These results indicate that the proposed method is effective for reducing false detections. Figure 10 shows the confusion matrices for Standard 
UT-Interaction Dataset
We employed 10-fold cross-validation that uses the data of two sequences as test data and the remainder as training data. The dataset contains motions that are not labeled. We used such motions as those in the Others class for the training. For detection, we did not cast votes for any class if the local features were classified into the Others class. For the training of a vote distribution model, we divided the training data as in the previous experiment. The 10-fold strategy was used for the division instead of the leave-one-actor-out strategy. Table 3 lists the f-scores and Fig. 12 shows examples of output when using the proposed method. Avg is the f-score averaged over all six classes. Proposed achieves the highest f-score compared to those from the comparative methods. Figure 13 shows the precision-recall curves of the methods. Our proposed method achieves high precision for most recall values compared with the comparative methods, as well as the IXMAS dataset. These results show that the proposed method is also effective when multiple actions occur simultaneously. Figure 14 shows the confusion matrices for Standard The f-score of the proposed method for Punch is lower than that of Standard. This result would be caused by the situation only when correct votes are less in number. The vote distribution including such correct votes flattens out as shown in Fig. 15 (a) . When the distribution flattens out, the difference in the frequency among action classes is small. The likelihood for correct action class based on such vote distribution tends to be low. Figure 15 Figure 15 (b) shows that the original voting scores for Punch are basically low. According to the low score, the likelihood for Punch is low. The proposed method degraded the voting score of the local maximum by multiplying the likelihood. The threshold for voting scores should be decreased to detect the degraded local maxima as true positives. The lower threshold would cause additional false positives so that it hurt the f-score for Punch. Similarly, Standard outperformed our proposed method for Hug. Vote distributions of the local maxima that have high voting scores (i.e. the number of correct votes is large) are not flat but peaky as shown in Fig. 15 (c) . The likelihood for Hug based on such distribution tends to be high. However, some local maxima have flat vote distributions as shown in Fig. 15 (d) . Figure 15 (e) shows that such local maximum has low voting score and the likelihood for Hug based on such distribution tends to be low. Therefore, similar to Punch, the proposed method hurt the f-score for Hug because the multiplied voting score became lower.
Our proposed method performed better than Hoai except for Hug and Punch. As mentioned above, the proposed method did not improve the f-score for the two classes. This result also relates to above discussion.
The proposed method might degrade robustness to occlusions in the Hough-based method. If actions are occluded, the vote distributions are varied and this variation might cause poor estimation. Here, we evaluated robustness to occlusions using the UT-Interaction dataset with artificial occlusions and we generated artificial occlusions for each action. Figure 16 shows examples of the occlusions. We divided equally the width of the bounding box of each action into 10 regions. We then randomly chose regions as occluded. We used original local features in the training step. In the detection step, we removed the local features in the occluded regions. Other settings were the same as in the previous experiment that used the UT-Interaction dataset. Figure 17 shows the f-score using the dataset with the artificial occlusions. The results when the number of occluded regions is zero are the same as those in Table 3 . The f-score of both Standard and Proposed methods did not decrease significantly as the number of occluded regions increased. Therefore, the proposed method remains robust to occlusions and improves detection accuracy.
Limitations
We assume that our proposed method is applied to fixedaction categories. If the categories change, we have to rebuild not only a vote distribution model but also random forests for Hough voting. In addition, the number of categories might influence the performance of a vote distribution model. The number of dimensions of a vote distribution is equal to the number of categories. In this case, highdimensional distributions have more information than low- dimensional distributions. Therefore, when the number of categories increases, the performance of a vote distribution model might improve.
We also assume that input videos into our proposed method are captured by stationary cameras. Applying the proposed method to videos captured by moving cameras would be difficult because the movements of cameras affect the spatial points of votes. Calculating global camera motions might remove this limitation. Global camera motions would adjust the spatial points of votes for each frame.
Conclusion
We proposed a novel Hough-based action detection method to enhance the robustness of detecting false votes. Our proposed method employed vote distributions, which represent the voting scores for each action class. The proposed method learns the characteristics of the Hough voting based on vote distributions in order to reduce the effect of false votes. The main contribution of this paper is that our vote distribution model improves the performance of the Hough-based action detection by reducing the influence of false votes caused by similar local motion between different action classes. In experiments, we confirmed that the proposed method reduces the number of false positive detections and improves action detection accuracy compared with the conventional methods. The proposed method achieved 0.789 and 0.708 f-scores on the IXMAS and UT-Interaction datasets, respectively. These results indicate that the proposed method works well in a controlled environment that contains multiple actions captured by a stationary camera.
A future study will improve the vote distribution model. Vote distributions vary temporally during actions because actions can be regarded as sequences of sub-actions. The current model does not manage such temporal variances of vote distributions. We believe that a new model that can represent such temporal variances will be more effective for action detection.
